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Abstract
Modern processors are highly optimized systems where every single cycle of
computation time matters. Many optimizations depend on the data that is
being processed. Software-based microarchitectural attacks exploit effects
of these optimizations. Microarchitectural side-channel attacks leak secrets
from cryptographic computations, from general purpose computations, or
from the kernel. This leakage even persists across all common isolation
boundaries, such as processes, containers, and virtual machines.
Microarchitectural fault attacks exploit the physical imperfections of
modern computer systems. Shrinking process technology introduces effects
between isolated hardware elements that can be exploited by attackers to
take control of the entire system. These attacks are especially interesting
in scenarios where the attacker is unprivileged or even sandboxed.
In this thesis, we focus on microarchitectural attacks and defenses on
commodity systems. We investigate known and new side channels and
show that microarchitectural attacks can be fully automated. Furthermore, we show that these attacks can be mounted in highly restricted
environments such as sandboxed JavaScript code in websites. We show
that microarchitectural attacks exist on any modern computer system,
including mobile devices (e.g., smartphones), personal computers, and
commercial cloud systems.
This thesis consists of two parts. In the first part, we provide background
on modern processor architectures and discuss state-of-the-art attacks
and defenses in the area of microarchitectural side-channel attacks and
microarchitectural fault attacks. In the second part, a selection of our
papers are provided without modification from their original publications.1
I have co-authored these papers, which have subsequently been anonymously peer-reviewed, accepted, and presented at renowned international
conferences.
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Several of the original publications were in a two-column layout. Without any changes
in content, we updated the layout for all included papers from the camera-ready
versions to fit the layout and formatting of this thesis, including resizing some figures
and tables, and changing the citation format.
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1
Introduction
The idea of learning the secret code for a safe by listening to the clicking
sounds of the lock, is likely as old as safes are. The clicking sound is an
inadvertent influence on the environment revealing secret information. In
1996, Kocher [Koc96] described side-channel attacks, a technique that
allows to derive secret values used in a computation from inadvertent
influences the computation has on its environment. This seminal work
was the beginning of an entire area of research on side channels. Kocher
performed what we now describe as a timing attack, an attack exploiting
differences in the execution time of an algorithm. In the following years,
side-channel attacks have been demonstrated based on virtually any measurable environmental change caused by various types of computations,
such as power consumption [MOP08], electro-magnetic radiation [RR01;
KOP09], temperature [HS13], photonic emission [Sch+12; CSW17], acoustic emissions [Bac+10], and many more. These attacks have in common
that they require an attacker to have some form of physical access to the
target device.
In contrast to side-channel attacks, which do not cause any damage
to the target device, there are also fault attacks [BDL97; BS97]. In a
fault attack an attacker tries to manipulate computations of a device to
either evade security mechanisms of the device or to leak its secrets. For
this purpose, the attacker manipulates the environment in a way that
influences the target device. Typically such fault-inducing environments
are at the border of or beyond the specification range of the target device.
Like for side-channel attacks, different environment manipulations have
been investigated, such as exposure to voltage glitching [Aum+02], clock
glitching [SMC09], extreme temperatures [HS13], or photons [SA02]. Again,
to perform a fault attack, some form of physical access to the target device
is required.
5
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Modern computer systems are highly complex and highly optimized. Consequently, information leakage, the inadvertent influence of the environment
in a secret-dependent way, is not only introduced on an algorithmic level.
Optimizations are performed based on the specific data values that are
processed, the location of the data, the frequency of accesses to locations,
and many other factors. It is clear to see, that any adversary observing the
effects of these optimizations through a side channel can make deductions
on the specific cause of the optimizations. Through these deductions,
the adversary learns information about the secret data values that are
processed.
In this thesis, we investigate software-based microarchitectural attacks.
Software-based microarchitectural side-channel attacks exploit timing and
behavior differences that are (partially) caused through microarchitectural
optimizations, i.e., differences that are not architecturally documented.
Software-based microarchitectural fault attacks induce faults through microarchitectural optimizations, i.e., operate elements of modern computer
systems at the border of or beyond their specification range. Generally,
software-based microarchitectural attacks do not require physical access,
but instead only some form of code execution on the target system.
Cache attacks are the most prominent class of software-based microarchitectural attacks. The possibility of timing differences induced through
processor caches was first described by Kocher [Koc96]. Cache timing
attacks have first mostly been applied on cryptographic algorithms in
software-based attacks [Pag02; TSS03; Ber05; BM06].
Cache attacks in more recent works are usually instances of three generic
cache attack techniques. These techniques have been used in targeted
attacks on cryptographic algorithms [Ber05; Per05; GBK11] and were later
on generalized by Osvik et al. [OST06] and Yarom et al. [YF14]. These
generic techniques are independent of the specific cache and hardware on
which they are performed. Osvik et al. [OST06] described two generalized
cache attack techniques. First, Evict+Time, where an attacker measures
how the execution time of an algorithm is influenced by evicting a chosen
cache set. Second, Prime+Probe, where an attacker measures whether a
victim computation influences how long it takes to access every way of a
chosen cache set.
In both attacks the attacker learns that the chosen cache set was used by
the victim. Yarom et al. [YF14] introduced the third generalized attack
technique, Flush+Reload . In a Flush+Reload attack, the attacker flushes
6

a shared memory location from the cache and subsequently measures
how long it takes to reaccess it. If the victim loaded the shared memory
location back into the cache in the meantime, the reaccess is faster. In
a Flush+Reload attack the attacker does not only learn which cache set
was used by the victim, but even the specific memory location (at the
granularity of cache lines).
Based on these three attack primitives various computations have been
attacked, for instance cryptographic algorithms [YF14; Liu+15], web server
function calls [Zha+14], user input [GSM15; Gru+16b; Ore+15], kernel
addressing information [HWH13; Gru+16a].
Software-based fault attacks are considerably more difficult to build in
practice as faults must be induced in hardware. Hence, software has to
move the system component that is targeted to the border of or beyond its
specification range. Only in 2014 software-based fault attacks have been
found to be practical, in the so-called Rowhammer attack [Kim+14; SD15].
In concurrent work, Karimi et al. [Kar+15] demonstrated a second softwarebased fault attack. They showed that a carefully crafted instruction stream
can deteriorate the processor stability and cause severe permanent damage
to the processor if executed continuously for weeks. Rowhammer attacks
have by now been demonstrated in JavaScript [GMM16; Bos+16], on
supposedly safe DDR4 [Pes+16], on co-located virtual machines [Raz+16;
Xia+16], and on mobile devices [Vee+16].
To develop and evaluate potential countermeasures against software-based
microarchitectural attacks, it is necessary to map and understand the
attack surface in detail. In this thesis, we aim to improve the general
understanding of the attack surface of software-based microarchitectural
attacks and to provide novel insights to software-based microarchitectural
attacks and attack vectors. Our research includes the minimization of
requirements, the automation of previous attacks, and the identification of
previously unknown side channels. Figure 1.1 gives an overview how the
papers relate to each other and where they are located in this exploration
space.
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minimization of requirements

Dedup [GBM15]
RH.js [GMM16]

Hello [Mau+17]
ARM [Lip+16]

Prefetch [Gru+16a]
DRAMA [Pes+16]
F+F [Gru+16b]
novel side channels

CTA [GSM15]

automation of attacks

Figure 1.1.: Overview of the relation of the papers to each other. The
dotted arrows illustrate where ideas from one paper facilitated the research
conducted in the other. The continuous arrows illustrate where concepts
from one paper where more directly applied in the other paper.

1.1. Main Contributions
We started the work on software-based microarchitectural attacks by enhancing the Flush+Reload cache attack technique [YF14] by an automated
method to find and exploit vulnerabilities. This generic technique called
Cache Template Attacks has been published at the USENIX Security 2015
conference [GSM15] in collaboration with Raphael Spreitzer and Stefan
Mangard. We demonstrated that Cache Template Attacks can be used
to identify and exploit leakage in old implementations of cryptographic
algorithms, or automatically spy on user input events such as keystrokes
or mouse movements. This publication is included as Chapter ?? of this
thesis.
While caches buffer the comparably slow DRAM, the DRAM itself buffers
the even slower hard disk. Hence, side-channel attacks are also possible
on the DRAM level. Suzaki et al. [Suz+11] demonstrated a side-channel
attack on page deduplication, as performed by the operating system or
8
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hypervisor, which reveals whether specific data can be found in memory.
We demonstrated that such attacks can even be performed from JavaScript
integrated into a website. Our results have been published at the ESORICS
2015 conference [GBM15] in collaboration with David Bidner and Stefan
Mangard. This publication is included as Chapter ?? of this thesis.
Based on these two works we investigated the possibility of Rowhammer
attacks [Kim+14; SD15] from JavaScript integrated into websites. For
such attacks to work it was necessary to evict data from caches using
regular memory accesses fast enough to replace the comparably fast
clflush instruction. Our investigations showed that cache eviction can
be performed fast enough for such attacks to successfully be mounted.
In our proof-of-concept implementation we were able to trigger bit flips
in exploitable memory locations from JavaScript. The results of this
research have been published at the DIMVA 2016 conference [GMM16]
in collaboration with Clémentine Maurice, and Stefan Mangard. This
publication is included as Chapter ?? of this thesis.
Related to the Flush+Reload attack we developed a new cache attack called
Flush+Flush. This technique makes cache attacks faster and stealthier as
it does not perform memory accesses itself. We evaluated the performance
and stealthiness of the attack in comparison to other cache attacks such
as Flush+Reload and Prime+Probe as well as to Rowhammer attacks.
The results of our work are also published at the DIMVA 2016 conference [Gru+16b] in collaboration with Clémentine Maurice, Klaus Wagner,
and Stefan Mangard. This publication is included as Chapter ?? of this
thesis.
Our work on fast cache eviction motivated investigations on fine-grained
access-driven cache attacks ARM Cortex-A systems, which usually has
no user-space flush instruction. We demonstrated that all cache attack
techniques can be performed on ARM Cortex-A systems as well. Based
on these attack primitives we demonstrated that Cache Template Attacks
provide a powerful means to find and exploit cache leakage on mobile
devices. Our results have been published at the USENIX Security 2016
conference [Lip+16] in collaboration with Moritz Lipp, Raphael Spreitzer,
Clémentine Maurice, and Stefan Mangard. This publication is included as
Chapter ?? of this thesis.
Besides the unified cache hierarchy there is also a second cache hierarchy
in modern processors for page table entries. We found that prefetch
instructions have a different execution time based on the state of these
9
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page translation caches. Even worse, the x86 prefetch instructions allow
unprivileged processes to prefetch privileged memory into the cache. We
exploited these observations in order to defeat kernel address space-layout
randomization (KASLR). Our results have been published at the CCS 2016
conference [Gru+16a] in collaboration with Clémentine Maurice, Anders
Fogh, Moritz Lipp, and Stefan Mangard. This publication is included as
Chapter ?? of this thesis.

1.2. Other Contributions
While working on this thesis, several contributions to other works that are
not included as a part of this thesis. Nonetheless, we discuss them here to
draw the complete picture of all contributions.
While working on the Rowhammer attack we observed timing differences
caused by so-called row hits and row conflicts in the DRAM module. To
get a better understanding of these timing differences we developed a fully
automated method to reverse-engineer the mapping of physical addresses
to DRAM cells in software. Using these reverse-engineered mappings
reduces the runtime of Rowhammer attacks significantly. Investigating
the timing differences in more detail, we found significant side-channel
leakage that is comparable to that of cache attacks. These novel DRAM
side-channel attacks have been published at the USENIX Security 2016
conference [Pes+16] in collaboration with Peter Pessl, Clémentine Maurice,
Michael Schwarz, and Stefan Mangard.
Our previous works on Rowhammer, cache eviction on ARM Cortex-A,
and DRAM reverse-engineering systems, sparked the idea of performing
Rowhammer attacks on Android devices. In a collaboration with Victor
van der Veen, Yanick Fratantonio, Martina Lindorfer, Clémentine Maurice, Giovanni Vigna, Herbert Bos, Kaveh Razavi, Cristiano Giuffrida we
published our results on Rowhammer attacks on mobile devices at the
ACM CCS 2016 conference [Vee+16].
Related work on software-based microarchitectural side channels typically
discusses the capacity of a side channel based on the raw capacity of a covert
channel built on top of it. Due to the nature of side channels, these covert
channels are not error-free. Previous work claimed that straightforward
application of error correcting codes is sufficient to eliminate all errors.
Thus, to provide realistic estimates the error rate is taken into account to
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compute a real-world capacity for the channel. Investigating how realistic
these estimates are, we built an entirely error-free covert channel. We found
that the application of error correcting codes is possible but has to be
combined with other error detection techniques in a non-trivial way. Our
channel is so reliable that we can even tunnel an SSH connection through it.
Our results have been published at the NDSS 2017 conference [Mau+17] in
collaboration with Clémentine Maurice, Manuel Weber, Michael Schwarz,
Lukas Giner, Carlo Alberto Boano, Kay Römer, and Stefan Mangard.
Many microarchitectural attacks could generally run in JavaScript, but
require high-precision timers. We investigated high-precision timing sources
in JavaScript and found techniques which allow to mount reliable attacks.
We demonstrate this by building a covert channel through DRAM between
JavaScript running on a website and an unprivileged application running
inside a virtual machine. Our results have been published at the Financial
Crypto 2017 conference [Sch+17c] in collaboration with Michael Schwarz,
Clémentine Maurice, and Stefan Mangard.
A new feature in modern Intel processors is Intel SGX, an environment
for secure execution on untrusted hardware and operating systems. SGX
enclaves are highly secure and can generally not be inspected or monitored
by the operating system. However, they are also restricted environments,
which cannot perform any system calls directly. We investigated whether
it is possible to exploit the security features to protect malicious software
running inside an SGX enclave. We built cache side-channel attacks extracting cryptographic keys from the host or from co-located SGX enclaves.
Our results will be published at the DIMVA 2017 conference [Sch+17b] in
collaboration with Michael Schwarz, Samuel Weiser, Clémentine Maurice,
and Stefan Mangard.
We investigated possible countermeasures against attacks on addresstranslation caches (cf. Chapter ??). Our solution called KAISER is a
practical extension for the Linux kernel, which eliminates the leakage
entirely while having a low performance overhead on modern processors.
Our results will be published at the ESSoS 2017 conference [Gru+17b]
in collaboration with Moritz Lipp, Michael Schwarz, Richard Fellner,
Clémentine Maurice, and Stefan Mangard.
Finally, we also investigated generic countermeasures against cache sidechannel attacks. Modern Intel processors implement hardware-transactional
memory on top of the cache hierarchy. Through creative instrumentation
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we can use hardware-transactional memory to abort upon conflicting memory operations and cache misses. This effectively eliminates the leakage
which is exploited in cache attacks. Our results will be published at the
Usenix Security 2017 conference [Gru+17a] in collaboration with Julian
Lettner, Felix Schuster, Olga Ohrimenko, Istvan Haller, and Manuel Costa.

1.3. Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of two parts. In the first part (Chapter 2 – Chapter 4),
a we provide an overview on software-based microarchitectural attacks.
Chapter 2 explains the relevant background. We first detail in Section 2.1
how processors are organized. We explain the basic concept of virtual
memory in Section 2.2 and discuss the idea of caching in Section 2.3. In
Section 2.4, we provide an overview of how DRAM works.
Chapter 3 discusses the state of the art in microarchitectural attacks.
We discuss software-based microarchitectural side-channel attacks in Section 3.1. We describe how cache attacks developed in the past decades
to the current state of the art and provide a discussion of attacks on
various caches. In Section 3.2 we introduce the concept of software-based
microarchitectural fault attacks. Finally, we discuss countermeasures and
defense mechanisms in Section 3.3.
Chapter 4 discusses future work and draws conclusions.
In the second part of this thesis (Chapter ?? – Chapter ??), a list of all
publications is provided, together with transcripts for a selection of papers
constituting this thesis.
Chapter ?? consists of our USENIX Security 2015 conference paper [GSM15]
on Cache Template Attacks. Chapter ?? consists of our ESORICS 2015
conference paper [GBM15] on page deduplication attacks in JavaScript.
Chapter ?? consists of our DIMVA 2016 conference paper [GMM16] on
Rowhammer.js. Chapter ?? consists of our DIMVA 2016 conference paper [Gru+16b] on Flush+Flush. Chapter ?? consists of our USENIX
Security 2016 conference paper [Lip+16] on cache attacks on ARM-based
mobile devices. Chapter ?? consists of our CCS 2016 conference paper [Gru+16a] on prefetch side-channel attacks.
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Background
In this chapter, we provide background which is necessary to understand
and discuss microarchitectural attacks. First of all, these attacks target
microarchitectural elements, i.e., elements of specific processor families
and models. Hence, we discuss how processors are organized in Section 2.1.
With virtual memory the processor provides process isolation for modern
operating systems. It is deeply rooted in today’s processor architectures
and influences how various microarchitectural elements work. We discuss
virtual memory in Section 2.2. Cache attacks are the most important class
of microarchitectural attacks. They typically exploit timing differences
introduced by the specific organization of the cache. We discuss caches
in detail in Section 2.3. Finally, we discuss how the memory controller
interacts with DRAM and exposes timing differences caused by the DRAM
to software in Section 2.4.

2.1. Processor organization
Modern processors are highly parallelized machines operating at extremely
high speeds. With shrinking process technology sizes, energy demands
have decreased allowing to increase processor clock frequencies. Processor
clock frequencies stayed roughly at the same level in the past decade.
However, besides the processor clock frequency, there are other ways to
improve the processing speed. Many optimizations reduce the execution
time of specific instructions by a few cycles, sometimes depending on the
data or the processor state.

Pipelining. Pipelining is one of the main contributors to performance
improvements. Pipelining splits instructions into several stages. The num13
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ber of stages and their purpose varies between processors. Modern processors have many pipelining stages, most importantly
• a fetch stage, loading the instruction opcode into the processor,
• a decode stage, decoding the instruction opcode to an internal
representation of the instruction,
• and an execute stage, executing the instruction.
Hence, the processor can execute multiple instructions at once, each with
a slight interleaving to the previous and the next. Modern processors can
have multiple identical stages to perform certain computations in parallel
and further improve performance.

Multi-core. Instead of optimizing the processing speed of a single execution core it is also possible to increase the number of execution cores.
Especially in server environments multiple processors are installed in a
single machine to multiply the performance for parallelizable tasks. Naturally, if a task is not parallelized, there is no performance difference.
Hence, depending on the workload, a multi-processor system can provide
a significant performance improvement. Workloads on personal computers
have changed over the past decades. Today, these systems run several
hundred tasks in parallel all the time and thus benefit from multiple
processors. For this reason, multi-core processors have been introduced.
These processors combine multiple execution cores into a single processor.
Each of these execution cores has some private resources, e.g., registers
and the execution pipeline, and some shared resources, e.g., the main
memory interface.

Instruction Stream Optimization. Another idea to increase the processor performance is to execute branches speculatively. With this optimization the processor makes a guess and execute a branch before it knows
whether this branch will be executed. If the guess was correct, the processor already has the information ready when it is required. Otherwise, the
processor just discards the result. Another idea is to execute instructions
out of order. The execution of instructions with pending data dependencies
is delayed and other instructions without pending data dependencies are
executed before, to optimize the CPU throughput.
14
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2.2. Virtual memory
As multi-processing became more popular, proper isolation between different processes became more important. As a first step processor manufacturers introduced coarse-grained forms of virtual memory, such as
Intel’s x86 segmentation. Virtual memory regions are mapped to physical
memory regions in large coherent blocks. At this level of virtual memory,
the operating system can specify access privileges, an offset, and a length
for each segment. Different processes use different segments and thus work
on different physical memory. Consequently, we distinguish between two
types of addresses: virtual addresses, which are specific to a process, and
physical addresses, which are valid system-wide but not directly accessible
for processes.
Instead of segmentation, modern processors employ a better form of virtual
memory, called “paging”, which works at a granularity of “pages”, which
are memory blocks of a fixed size. The entire virtual memory is sliced
into virtual pages and the entire physical memory is sliced into physical
pages. By numbering the pages we obtain page numbers. Paging can be
seen as a process-specific map from virtual page numbers to physical page
numbers. Modern processors typically support multiple page sizes where
the smallest page size is often 4 KB or 1 KB. Larger page sizes are always
multiples of smaller page sizes. Pages are aligned in physical memory and
in virtual memory to their own size, i.e., 4 KB pages are aligned to 4 KB
boundaries in virtual and physical address space.
With 64-bit processors the address-width was increased significantly from
32 bits to 48 bits and an extension to 57 bits is already planned. Address
translation is extremely critical to performance and the processor must
be able to handle the data structure. Hence, the data structure must be
similar to a simple array. An array that could possibly map every 4 KB
page of the 48-bit virtual address space to a physical page would already
consume 512 GB of physical memory just to store the map, at a map-entry
size of 64 bits. Clearly, this is not a practical solution. The idea behind
multi-level translation tables is that the virtual address space is usually
mapped sparsely to physical memory. With multiple levels, the size of the
map can be reduced to a negligible overhead.
To translate a virtual address into a physical address the processor first
locates the top-level translation table by reading its address from a processor register. This register value is exchanged upon a context switch
15
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CR3

PML4
PML4E 0
PML4E 1
··
·
#PML4I
··
·
PML4E 511

PDPT
PDPTE 0
PDPTE 1
··
·
Page Directory
#PDPTI
PDE 0
··
·
PDE 1
PDPTE 511
··
·
PDE #PDI
··
·
PDE 511

PML4I (9 b)PDPTI (9 b) PDI (9 b) PTI (9 b)
48-bit virtual address

Page Table
PTE 0
PTE 1
··
·
PTE #PTI
··
·
PTE 511

Offset (12 b)

4 KiB Page
Byte 0
Byte 1
··
·
Offset
··
·
Byte 4095

Figure 2.1.: Address translation for 4 KB pages on x86-64 processors.
Starting with the PML4 base address from the CR3 register, the processor
determines the physical address by gradually using parts of the virtual
address.
to enable multi-processing. This is the basis for the process isolation we
mentioned before. Each process has its own virtual address mappings and
can only access to its own address space.
Modern Intel processors have 4 levels of translation tables as shown in
Figure 2.2. The top-most level is the page map level 4 (PML4). It divides
the 48-bit virtual address space into 512 memory regions of each 512 GB
(PML4 entries). PML4 entries always map to page directory pointer tables
(PDPT), i.e., there is no possibility to map a 512 GB page. Each PML4
entry defines properties of the corresponding 512 GB memory region, e.g.,
whether the memory is mapped to physical memory, whether it is readable,
writable, and whether it is accessible to user space. The lower levels are
organized in the same way. Each PDPT again has 512 entries, with each
entry defining the properties of a 1 GB virtual memory region. This 1 GB
virtual page can directly be mapped to a so-called 1 GB page or to a
page directory (PD). Modern operating systems use 1 GB virtual pages
for instance for the large direct-physical mapping in kernel space which
allows working on physical address directly although running in virtual
16
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addressing mode. Each PD again has 512 entries, defining the properties of
a 2 MB virtual memory region. Modern operating systems commonly use
2 MB pages to map files or large arrays. Alternatively, the PD entry can
map a page table (PT). Each PT again has 512 entries, each controlling a
4 KB page. This is the default page size for most use cases.
For any operation the processor performs, one or more virtual addresses
have to be translated into physical addresses. Consequently, the address
translation latency must be very small. With translation tables being
located in the main memory, this is not the case. Consequently, address
translation caches have been introduced to hide the DRAM latency as we
will see in the next section.

2.3. Caches
In this section we discuss caches and cache organization in detail. We
will discuss the general organization of caches and the basic concepts
in Section 2.3.1. Subsequently, we discuss cache replacement policies
in Section 2.3.2. We describe the relation between virtual and physical
addresses and caches in Section 2.3.3. Finally, we discuss how caches on
modern Intel processors work in Section 2.3.4.

2.3.1. Cache Organization
The plain computation speed of processors was the bottleneck for a
long time. However, with increasing processor frequencies, the latency of
physical memory (DRAM) increasingly became a new bottleneck. While
the bandwidth of DRAM has increased over the past decades, the latency
is still very high. Processors caches are small and fast buffers intended
to hide the latency of the slow DRAM. Modern processors have multiple
cache hierarchies for different purposes with each multiple levels of different
sized caches. Some caches are private to one execution core while other
caches are shared among all cores.
Generally, all memory accesses go through the cache. If a memory access
is served from the cache it is called a cache hit. Otherwise, it is a cache
miss causing a fetch from the slow main memory.
17
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Memory Address
n bits

Cache
Tag

b bits

Data

2n cache lines

f

Cache Inde
x

=?

2b bytes

Tag
Hit/Miss

Figure 2.2.: A directly-mapped cache. Based on the middle n bits the
cache index is computed to choose a cache line. The tag is used to check
whether an address is cached. If it is cached (cache hit), the 2b bytes data
are returned to the processor.
Directly-mapped Caches. The most simple form of a cache is a
directly-mapped cache, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. A cache consists 2n
cache lines, each consisting of a tag and 2b bytes of associated data. The
tag is computed from the corresponding memory address that is buffered in
this cache line. It is used to determine whether or not a cache line currently
buffers a specific memory address. The lowest b bits of the address are
used as an offset within the cache line data. Most modern processors have
a cache line size of 64 bytes, i.e., b = 6. The middle n bits of the memory
address are used as a cache index, telling the processor in which cache
line to look for corresponding data. The size of the cache determines how
many bits are used, i.e., how many indices there are. Addresses with the
same middle n bits are congruent, as they map to the same cache line. A
significant problem of directly-mapped caches is that they can only store
a single cache line out of all congruent cache lines. Hence, if the processor
needs to work on two or more congruent cache lines, a directly-mapped
cache would experience cache misses most of the time.
Fully-associative Caches. The congruency problem does not exist
in fully-associative caches, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Fully-associative
caches do not have cache indices and thus they do not have any cache lines.
Instead they have multiple cache ways to store data. The tag is now used
to determine whether the corresponding memory address is cached and
18
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Memory Address

Cache
Tag

b bits

Data

f

=?

=?

Tag

=?

=?

Data

Figure 2.3.: A fully-associative cache. All cache ways are checked in parallel
using the tag. The corresponding data value is selected based on the tag
comparison.
which cache way contains the associated data. Fully-associative caches are
increasingly expensive with the number of ways. Hence, they are typically
restricted to a small number of ways, e.g., translation-lookaside buffers
with 64 ways can be found in several modern processors.

Set-associative Caches. An elegant compromise are set-associative
caches, which have cache sets instead of cache lines. These caches are
widely used in modern processors, often referred to as m-way set-associative
caches. Figure 2.4 shows an abstract model of a 2-way set-associative cache.
The cache is divided into 2n cache sets. The cache set index is determined
from the middle n bits of the memory address. Each cache set has m ways
to provide storage locations for m congruent addresses. Note that cache
sets can also be seen as tiny fully-associative caches with m ways, for
the set of congruent addresses. Hence, the tag is again used to determine
which cache way buffers a specific memory address.
Data and instruction caches today are typically implemented as m-way
set-associative caches, but processor manufacturers are also transitioning
some address translation caches from fully-associative to set-associative.
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Figure 2.4.: A 2-way set-associative cache. The middle n bits are the
cache index, selecting the cache set. The tag is used to check all ways
simultaneously. The data in the matching cache way is returned to the
execution core.

2.3.2. Cache Replacement Policies
Inevitably, with a limited number of ways and many congruent addresses
mapping to the same cache set, the processor constantly has to evict cache
ways to replace their content with newly requested data fetched from
the main memory. Hence, a replacement policy is implemented to decide
which cache way is replaced next when loading new data into a cache
set. Processor manufacturers keep the details of their replacement policies
mostly secret as they are a relevant contributing factor for the overall
processor performance.
A wide-spread replacement policy commonly used by Intel for different
caches is least-recently used (LRU). With an LRU replacement policy,
every cache way has some form of last-usage timestamp. This is often an
approximation to reduce the implementation complexity. Whenever the
processor has to load new data into a cache set, LRU replaces the cache
way with the oldest last-usage timestamp. LRU fails in cases where the
processor works on a set of congruent addresses larger than the number
of cache ways. In this case an LRU replacement policy yields a worst-case
performance as every single memory access will be a cache miss.
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Figure 2.5.: A virtually-indexed virtually-tagged (VIVT) cache. The virtual
address is used to compute both index and tag. The processor does not
have to translate any addresses.
ARM processors commonly employs a pseudo-random replacement policy.
Here the next cache way to be replaced is determined by a pseudorandom number generator. Random replacement policies are the easiest
to implement in hardware [Sez93]. They additionally have the advantage
of being energy-efficient [PS05]. In practice, random replacement policies
have shown to deliver a high performance.
To overcome the limitations of simpler algorithms, since Ivy Bridge, Intel
uses a bimodal insertion policy where the CPU can switch between the
two strategies to achieve optimal cache usage [Qur+07]. For a group of
cache sets the processor can either use a quad-age LRU strategy or a
strategy that replaces more recent cache lines first unless they are accessed
multiple times. This yields a significantly better performance when using
slightly more congruent addresses than would fit in a cache set.

2.3.3. Addressing Modes
Caches can use either virtual addresses or physical addresses to compute
the cache index and tag. Three designs have found their way into real-world
processors.
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Figure 2.6.: A physically-indexed physically-tagged (PIPT) cache. The
physical address is used to compute both index and tag. The processor
has to translate the virtual address before the cache set lookup.
Virtually-indexed virtually-tagged (VIVT) caches (cf. Figure 2.5) use the
virtual address for both index and tag. Consequently, they don’t have to
translate addresses at all and have the advantage of a low latency. However,
this comes at the price that shared memory might not be shared in the
cache, causing an unnecessary increase in cache utilization. Furthermore,
upon a context switch it may be necessary to invalidate entries because the
virtual tag is not unique. VIVT caches have been used for the smallest and
fastest data and instruction caches in some ARM processors. Furthermore,
address translation caches are typically VIVT caches.
Physically-indexed physically-tagged (PIPT) caches (cf. Figure 2.6) use
the physical address for both index and tag. Consequently, they have a
significantly higher latency than VIVT caches. However, shared memory
will always be shared in the cache. Thus, there is no unnecessary cache
utilization. Furthermore, the tag is physically unique and thus caches do
not need to be invalidated upon context switches. Today, PIPT caches are
widely used for data and instruction caches with the address translation
latency mostly hidden in the address translation caches.
Virtually-indexed physically-tagged (VIPT) caches (cf. Figure 2.7) try to
combine the advantages of both approaches by using the virtual address
for the index which is required immediately. While the cache index is
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Figure 2.7.: A virtually-indexed physically-tagged (VIPT) cache. The
physical address is used to compute both the tag, but the virtual address
is used to compute the index. The cache set lookup is done in parallel to
the address translation and tag computation.
looked up the tag is computed. This hides the latency of the address
translation mostly and allows using a physical tag.
To avoid the disadvantages of VIVT caches, the cache index should not
use address bits that are not part of the page offset in the virtual address.
With a page size of 4 KB and a cache line size of 64 bytes, there are 6
bits which can be used as a cache index. Most Intel x86 processors from
the past decade integrate two 8-way set-associative VIPT L1 caches per
processor core, one for instructions and one for data. Consequently, the
size of Intel’s L1 caches is 26 · 64 · 8 = 32 KB for most processors from the
past decade.

2.3.4. Caches in Modern Intel Processors
For instructions and data, Intel x86 processors have a cache hierarchy
consisting of L1, L2, and L3 cache. The instruction and data L1 caches
are the fastest and smallest caches in this hierarchy. They are private
per-core caches, i.e., they are not shared with other cores. The L2 cache is
a unified cache, storing both instruction and data cache lines. There is no
strict relation between L1 and L2 cache, i.e., cache lines can be presented
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Table 2.1.: Complex addressing functions extrapolated from [Mau+15a].
in none, in one of the two caches, or in both caches. The L3 cache is a
unified cache which is shared among all CPU cores. It is also commonly
referred to as the last-level cache. The L3 cache is inclusive to L1 and L2
caches, i.e., all cache lines in the L1 and L2 caches must also be present in
the L3 cache. Both L2 and L3 cache are PIPT caches, enabling to share
cache lines based on the physical address.
To enhance the performance, the last-level cache is divided into cache
slices since the Intel Nehalem microarchitecture [Mau+15a]. On current
Intel processors, each core has its own L3 cache slice. The slices are interconnected by a ring bus allowing all cores to access all L3 cache lines. The
mapping from physical addresses to slices is not documented by Intel and
referred is to as a complex addressing function. This function has recently
been reversed-engineered by researchers [Mau+15a; Inc+15; Yar+15]. Table 2.1 lists the slices functions for different processors. Knowledge of the
complex addressing functions facilitates cache side-channel attacks.

2.4. DRAM
The main memory of modern computer systems is typically DRAM.
DRAM has a significantly higher latency than the various caches inside
the processors. The reason for the latency is not only the low clock
frequency of DRAM cells but also how DRAM is organized and how it is
connected to the processor. As it is difficult to reduce the latency, hardware
manufacturers instead focused on increasing the bandwidth of DRAM. The
high bandwidth can be utilized to hide the latency, e.g., through speculative
prefetching. Modern processors have an on-chip memory controller which
communicates through the memory bus with the DRAM.
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Figure 2.8.: A very simple computer system, with a single DRAM array,
which is connected to the processor through a memory bus. The DRAM
array consists of rows which are each 8 KB in size.
Figure 2.8 shows a very simple computer system which consists of a single
DRAM array, which is connected to the processor through a memory
bus. This DRAM array consists of DRAM rows and columns (typically
1024). Modern systems organize the memory in a way that a DRAM row
typically has a row size of 8 KB. A row can either be opened or closed. If
it is currently opened, the entire row is preserved in the row buffer.
To fetch a data value from DRAM, the processor sends a request to the
integrated memory controller. The memory controller then determines a
sequence of commands to send over the memory bus to the DRAM to
retrieve the data. If the currently opened row contains the data to retrieve,
the memory controller just fetches the data from the DRAM row buffer.
As this situation is very similar to a cache hit, we call it a row hit. If
the currently opened row does not contain the data to retrieve, we call it
a row conflict. The memory controller then first closes the current row,
i.e., writes back the entire row to the actual DRAM cells. It subsequently
activates the row with the data to retrieve, which is then loaded into the
row buffer. Then the memory controller fetches the data value from the
row buffer. Similar to cache misses, row conflicts incur an increased access
latency.
We can see that the DRAM row buffer in our simple computer system (cf.
Figure 2.8) behaves identically to a directly-mapped cache (cf. Figure 2.2).
Just as congruent memory accesses constantly lead to cache misses in a
directly-mapped cache, alternating row accesses constantly lead to row
conflicts in DRAM. Unsurprisingly, similar approaches as in the case
of caches have been implemented to increase DRAM performance and
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CPU
Sandy Bridge

Ivy Bridge /
Haswell
Skylake
2x Haswell-EP
(interleaved)
2x Haswell-EP
(non-interleaved)
Exynos 7420

Ch.
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2

DIMM
1
1
1
2
2
4
1
2
4
2
4
-

BA0
13, 17
14, 18
13, 17
13, 18
14, 18
14, 19
7, 14
6, 22
6, 23
6, 21
6, 22
14

BA1
14, 18
15, 19
14, 18
14, 19
15, 19
15, 20
15, 19
19, 23
20, 24
18, 22
19, 23,
15

BA2
15, 19
16, 20
16, 20
17, 21
17, 21
18, 22
17, 21
20, 24
21, 25
19, 23
20, 24
16

BA3
18, 22
21, 25
22, 26
20, 24
21, 25
8, 13

Rank
16
17
15, 19
16, 20
16, 20
17, 21
16, 20
14
15
13
14
-

DIMM
15
16
7, 17
7, 17
-

Channel
6
7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19
7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19
8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19
8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26
7, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26
7, 12

Table 2.2.: DRAM addressing functions from [Pes+16].
eliminate bottlenecks. Modern computer systems organize the DRAM into
channels, DIMMs (Dual Inline Memory Modules), ranks, and banks.
Our simple computer system (cf. Figure 2.8) had only 1 channel, 1 DIMM,
1 rank, and 1 bank. Modern DDR3 DRAM memory has 8 banks and
DDR4 DRAM memory has even 16 banks (per rank). Each of these
banks has an independent state and thus can have different rows opened
at the same time. This reduces the chance of row conflicts for random
memory accesses significantly. Modern DRAM modules typically have 1 to
4 ranks, multiplying the number of banks even further. Similarly, modern
systems often allow to install multiple DIMM modules, again multiplying
the number of banks with the number of DIMMs. Finally, the memory
controller reorders memory accesses to reduce the number of row conflicts,
e.g., accesses to the same row and bank are grouped together temporally.
This spatial parallelism reduces the number of row conflicts. Hence, it
does not directly influence the bandwidth, but the average latency. To
increase temporal parallelism and thus the bandwidth directly, modern
computer systems employ multiple channels. Each channel is operated independently and in parallel over the DRAM bus. This effectively multiplies
the bandwidth by the number of channels.
Only if two addresses map to the same DIMM, rank and bank they can
be physically adjacent in the DRAM chip. In this case the two addresses
are in the same bank. If two addresses map to the same bank number,
but to a different rank or DIMM, they are not in the same bank and thus
generally not physically adjacent in the DRAM chip.
Similar to the slice functions of the last-level cache there are functions
mapping from physical addresses to channels, DIMMs, ranks, and banks.
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While AMD publicly documents these addressing function [Adv13, p.
345], Intel does not. However, the addressing functions have recently been
reverse-engineered for one architecture by Seaborn [Sea15] and with a
generic software-based approach by us [Pes+16]. Table 2.2 lists the DRAM
addressing functions for several common configurations. Knowledge of the
DRAM addressing functions enables DRAM-based side-channel attacks.
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State of the Art
In this chapter, we discuss the state-of-the-art microarchitectural attacks
and defenses. We discuss software-based microarchitectural side-channel
attacks in Section 3.1. We discuss software-based microarchitectural fault
attacks in Section 3.2. Finally, we discuss defenses against software-based
microarchitectural attacks in Section 3.3.

3.1. Software-based Microarchitectural
Side-Channel Attacks
In this section, we discuss the most important microarchitectural sidechannel attacks. We show that imperfections of the hardware, introduced
by optimizations on a microarchitectural level, undermine system security and software security. The hardware leaks part of its internal state
including potentially secret information through differences in behavior
and timing. Software-based microarchitectural side-channel attacks exploit
these differences entirely from software.
With the constantly growing field of microarchitectural attacks and
software-based side-channel attacks several works aim to provide a systematization of attacks and defenses in this area of research [AK; Ge+16b;
Ge+16a; BWM16; Sze16; DK16; Spr+16; Zha+16].
We discuss state-of-the-art cache attacks in Section 3.1.1, including Evict+
Time, Prime+Probe, and Flush+Reload and variants of these attacks. We
discuss branch-prediction attacks in Section 3.1.2. We discuss attacks on
page-translation caches in Section 3.1.3, including prefetch side-channel attacks. We discuss exception-based attacks in Section 3.1.4, including page
deduplication attacks. We discuss DRAM-based attacks in Section 3.1.5.
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Finally, we discuss other microarchitectural side-channel attacks in Section 3.1.6.

3.1.1. Cache Attacks
The idea of caches is to hide the latency of the comparably slow physical
main memory. Fetching data from the cache has a significantly lower
latency. Kocher [Koc96] described the possibility of exploiting these timing differences in so-called cache-timing attacks. The idea is to deduce
information on cryptographic secrets from the influence of the cache on the
execution time of a cryptographic implementation. Cache timing attacks
have been studied in many works [Kel+00; Pag02; TSS03; Ber05; BM06].
The first cache attacks have been cache-based timing attacks. More recent
cache attacks are usually categorized into instances of three generalized
cache attack techniques, which have first been performed on cryptographic
algorithms [Ber05; Per05; GBK11] and were later on generalized by Osvik et al. [OST06] (Evict+Time and Prime+Probe) and Yarom et al.
[YF14] (Flush+Reload ). We discuss the different attack techniques in
detail in the following.
Bernstein’s attack. Bernstein [Ber05] described a remote cache-timing
attack on an AES T-table implementation. T-tables are preprocessed Sbox computations that directly follow the AES design [Nat01; DR13]. The
entire AES algorithm can then be implemented as a fast sequence of Ttable lookups. The T-table entries are accessed based on an algorithmically
defined scheme. For instance in the first encryption round, the algorithm
accesses the T-table entries Tj [pi ⊕ ki ], where pi is the i-th plaintext
byte and ki is the i-th key byte, with i ≡ j mod 4 and 0 ≤ i < 16.
Bernstein observed that these accesses may be cached and depending on
whether they are cached a timing difference can be observed. By observing
the timing difference, the attacker can deduce which T-table entry was
accessed and thus, learns the upper 4 bits of the result of pi ⊕ ki . In a
chosen-plaintext attack the attacker can eliminate pi from the equation
and thus obtain the upper 4 bits for every key byte. Combining the
information from not only the first round but from multiple rounds yields
the full AES key. Bernstein’s attack has been reproduced and evaluated
in many works [NSW06; BM06; SP13b; Wei+14; SG14].
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Evict+Time. Osvik et al. [OST06] described Evict+Time as a generic
cache-timing attack technique. The attacker triggers several victim computations and measures the victim’s execution time. To measure the
influence of a specific cache set the attacker evicts the cache set before
the computation for half of the victim runs. If there is a timing difference
when evicting the cache set, the attacker can conclude that the cache set
was used by the victim computation.
Similar as in Bernstein’s attack, the timing differences observed this way
yield which T-table entries were accessed. Evict+Time yields information
on a cache-set granularity but suffers from various sources of noise on
the execution time. Hence, several hundred thousand repetitions may
be necessary to extract an entire AES key. Evict+Time requires the
attacker to be able to measure the exact starting and end time of a victim
computation. This might not be possible in asynchronous attacks where the
attacker cannot trigger the computation or more generally in many cloud
scenarios. An advantage of Evict+Time is that it does not require any
shared memory. Complex addressing functions and replacement policies
of modern processors make eviction more difficult and thus make Evict+
Time attacks harder.
Evict+Time attacks have been investigated by Osvik et al. [OST06] in an
attack on OpenSSL AES. Spreitzer et al. [SP13a; Lip+16] demonstrated
that Evict+Time on OpenSSL AES is also applicable to mobile ARMbased devices. Hund et al. [HWH13] demonstrated that Evict+Time can
be used to defeat kernel address space-layout randomization (KASLR).
Prime+Probe. The second technique presented by Osvik et al. [OST06]
is much more powerful. In a Prime+Probe attack, the attacker continuously
fills (primes) a cache set and measures how long it takes to refill the cache
set, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Osvik et al. described that the time it
takes to refill the cache set is proportional to the number of cache ways
that have been replaced by other processes. While this proportionality
is not strictly present anymore for more recent microarchitectures, the
general idea is still valid. A higher timing means that at least one cache
way has been replaced. A lower timing means that likely no cache way
has been replaced.
Prime+Probe has the same granularity as Evict+Time, i.e., a cache set.
The accuracy is higher than with Evict+Time as it measures the cache access times directly, whereas Evict+Time measures it indirectly through the
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Figure 3.1.: A Prime+Probe attack illustrated in 3 steps. The attacker
continuously primes a cache set using its own memory locations and
measures the execution time of this step (step 1 and step 3). In step 2, the
victim possibly accesses (non-shared) memory locations that map to the
same cache set. If the victim accessed memory locations in the same cache
set in step 2, the execution time of the priming (i.e., the probe step) is
high as one of the cache ways has been replaced. Otherwise, the execution
time of the priming is low.
execution time. Prime+Probe does not require any measurement of the execution time and thus allows performing asynchronous attacks. Analogous
to Evict+Time, complex addressing functions and replacement policies of
modern processors also make Prime+Probe attacks more difficult.
The first Prime+Probe attacks targeted the L1 cache. However, the reverseengineering of the last-level cache [Mau+15a; Inc+15; Yar+15] opened up
the possibility to perform cross-core Prime+Probe attacks through the
inclusive last-level cache. The first Prime+Probe attacks on the L1 cache
have first been demonstrated by Percival [Per05] on RSA. Neve et al. [NS06]
attacked an AES implementation, Osvik et al. [OST06] demonstrated an
an attack on OpenSSL AES, Aciicmez et al. [AK06; Acı07b; AS08a;
AS07] demonstrated attacks on OpenSSL AES and RSA exploiting the L1
instruction cache, Bonneau et al. [BM06] attack OpenSSL AES exploiting
internal collisions, Brumley and Hakala [BH09] demonstrated and attack
on ECDSA, Aciicmez et al. [ABG10] demonstrated an attack on DSA
exploiting the L1 instruction cache, Zhang et al. [Zha+12] demonstrated
an attack on ElGamal.
The first Prime+Probe attacks on the last-level cache have been performed by Ristenpart et al. [Ris+09] and later by Zhang et al. [Zha+11]
to detect co-location in the cloud and eavesdrop on co-located virtual
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Figure 3.2.: A Flush+Reload attack illustrated in 3 steps. In step 1, the
attacker flushes a shared memory location in the attacker virtual address
space. In step 2, the victim possibly accesses the same shared memory
location in the victim virtual address space. In step 3, the attacker reloads
the shared memory location and measures the access latency. If the victim
accessed the memory location in step 2, the access latency observed in the
reload step is low. Otherwise, the access latency in the reload step is high.
machines. However, these attacks were performed on microarchitectures
with a simpler organization, i.e., before Intel Nehalem, without cache
slices and without complex addressing functions [Mau+15a]. Maurice et al.
[Mau+15b] presented a Prime+Probe covert channel through the last-level
cache on a recent Intel processor. Liu et al. [Liu+15] demonstrated an attack on ElGamal, Irazoqui et al. [IES15] and later Kayaalp et al. [Kay+16]
demonstrated attacks on AES. Oren et al. [Ore+15] performed a Prime+
Probe attack in the browser to eavesdrop on user activities, Inci et al.
[Inc+15] attacked ElGamal. Our Prime+Probe attack on BouncyCastle
AES was the first last-level Prime+Probe attack on ARM-based mobile
devices [Lip+16]. Finally, we presented a fast and robust Prime+Probe
covert channel on the Amazon EC2 cloud which employs synchronization
techniques and error correction codes to achieve a 0% error rate [Mau+17].
Brasser et al. [Bra+17] showed that Prime+Probe attacks can also be performed by a malicious operating system on Intel SGX enclaves. Intel SGX
enclaves aim to provide a secure execution environment where software
can be executed securely even if the operating system is compromised. We
showed that Prime+Probe attacks can even be performed from inside an
enclave [Sch+17b]. They use the protection features provided by Intel SGX
to effectively hide the attack from the operating system. They demonstrate
that they can steal most key bits of an RSA private key from a single
RSA exponentiation running on the host or a co-located enclave.
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Flush+Reload. Flush+Reload is often considered the most powerful
cache attack. They work on a single cache line granularity and even
more, they reveal to the attacker whether a very specific memory location
was cached or not. The attack works by frequently flushing a cache line
using the clflush instruction. The attacker then measures the time it
takes to reload the data. If the reload time is low the attacker learns
that another process (i.e., the victim) must have reloaded the very same
memory location into the cache. If the reload time is high the attacker
learns that likely no other process accessed the memory location in the
meantime. This general attack flow is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Flush+
Reload exploits the availability of shared memory and especially shared
libraries between the attacker and the victim program. Hence, in scenarios
where shared memory is not available, Flush+Reload cannot be applied
and an attacker has to resort to Prime+Probe instead.
There are many variants of Flush+Reload , most prominently Evict+
Reload [GSM15; Lip+16] and Flush+Flush [Gru+16b; Lip+16], both
of which we introduced. In an Evict+Reload attack the clflush instruction is replaced by a cache eviction as in a Prime+Probe attack. This
makes Evict+Reload applicable to architectures that do not expose a
flush instruction. Flush+Flush exploits a timing difference in the clflush
instruction to determine whether a memory location is cached. Hence,
the attacker can omit the reload step from Flush+Reload and build a
significantly faster and stealthier cache attack that does not perform a
single memory access.
The first Flush+Reload -like attack has been demonstrated by Gullasch et al.
[GBK11], attacking AES. Yarom and Falkner [YF14] demonstrated the
first full Flush+Reload attack, attacking RSA. Flush+Reload attacks on
AES have been demonstrated on Intel processors by Irazoqui et al. [IES15;
Ira+15a] and Gülmezoğlu et al. [Gül+15]. We also demonstrated Flush+
Reload attacks on AES on Intel processors [GSM15] and on mobile ARMbased devices [Lip+16]. Flush+Reload attacks have also been demonstrated
on ECDSA by Benger et al. [Ben+14], van de Pol et al. [PSY15], and
Yarom and Benger et al. [YB14]. Allan et al. [All+16] demonstrated that
a combination with a denial-of-service attack to degrade the speed of
the ECDSA algorithm can yield a more efficient Flush+Reload attack on
ECDSA. Other attacks have been performed by Zhang et al. [Zha+14] on
activities in co-located virtual machines and by Irazoqui et al. [Ira+15b]
on TLS. Inci et al. [Inc+16] demonstrated that they can recover encryption
keys used in co-located VMs on Amazon EC2 in a larger and automated
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scale. Bruinderink et al. [Gro+16] demonstrated an attack on the BLISS
signature scheme. Irazoqui et al. [Ira+14; IES16] demonstrated cross-VM
and cross-CPU variants of the Flush+Reload attack. Another variation of
the Flush+Reload attack combines it with return-oriented programming
to attack cache designs that are less straightforward to attack [ZXZ16].
Beyond Flush+Reload attacks on cryptographic implementations, we
demonstrated Flush+Reload attacks on user input [GSM15; Lip+16].

3.1.2. Branch-Prediction Attacks
Another set of caches are used for branch prediction. The branch-pattern
table stores past results on branches and uses them to predict the outcome
of future branches. The branch-target buffer caches branch targets from
past branches to predict targets of future branches. Both caches are
virtually-indexed and thus an adversary can target these caches without
knowledge of physical addresses.
Software-based side-channel attacks based on branch prediction hits and
misses have first been demonstrated by Aciicmez et al. [ASK07; Acı07a] in
attacks on the RSA implementation of OpenSSL. The attacker primes the
branch-target buffer by executing a sequence of branches. If the victim
experiences a branch misprediction, an entry of the branch-target buffer
will be replaced. The attacker subsequently observes a higher execution
time due to a misprediction for one of its branches.
Bhattacharya et al. [BM15] show that branch prediction attacks based
on hardware performance counters can be used to extract RSA keys from
exponentiations running in other processes. Evtyushkin et al. [EPA15]
demonstrate a covert channel between two processes manipulating the
branch predictor. Evtyushkin et al. [EPA16] also demonstrate that KASLR
can be defeated using the branch-target buffer. They infer where code has
been executed in the kernel based on the mapping from virtual addresses
to the branch-target buffer cache lines. Lee et al. [Lee+16] show that
a malicious operating system can reverse-engineer the control flow of
SGX enclaves through branch-prediction analysis. Ge et al. [Ge+16a]
analyze besides other side channels also the capacity and error rate of a
branch-prediction-based covert channel.
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3.1.3. Page-translation Cache Attacks
Hund et al. [HWH13] presented the first attack exploiting timing differences
caused by page-translation caches. Triggering page faults on inaccessible
memory regions reveals whether the memory region would be valid for
the kernel, as the valid page-translation entries are cached, independent
of the current privilege level. This allows recovering which addresses are
valid and even which addresses are used by specific parts of the kernel,
i.e., it defeats kernel address-space-layout randomization (KASLR). To
run the attack, multiple page faults are triggered. When processing the
first page fault, the processor walks through the page translation tables,
caching every valid entry. For every subsequent page fault on the same
address, the translation table entries are already cached and thus the time
until the page fault is triggered is significantly lower.
Jang et al. [JLK16] exploited TSX transaction aborts upon page faults to
optimize this attack. Their attack is significantly faster and more reliable
and allows defeating KASLR within seconds. Furthermore, they observed
a timing difference when trying to execute inaccessible kernel addresses.
For executable kernel addresses the latency until the TSX transaction
abort is lower than for non-executable kernel memory. Simultaneously
to their work, we demonstrated that prefetch instructions leak the same
timing difference and can be used to defeat KASLR as well [Gru+16a].
Van Schaik et al. [Sch+17a] showed that timing attacks allow to reverseengineer the size and structure of the page translation caches. Gras et al.
[Gra+17] showed that this information can be used in Evict+Reload
attacks to defeat ASLR from sandboxed JavaScript.

3.1.4. Exception-based Attacks
Exception-based attacks deduce information from processor exceptions
they trigger. Typical exceptions are scheduler interrupts, instruction aborts,
page faults, but also behavioral differences, e.g., instructions providing
the user with an error code. Through this behavior the CPU leaks direct
information (i.e., the behavior itself) and indirect information (i.e., timing
differences due to the behavior).
We include exception-based attacks as microarchitectural attacks, as they
exploit both architecturally defined and undefined behavior. Especially the
implementation of instructions depends on the specific microarchitectural
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design. Unspecified cases may influence the processor state and operation
on some microarchitectures whereas others ignore it.
Two decades ago, Warner et al. [War+96] presented the first covert channel
based on page faults. Page faults can leak sensitive information in three
ways: the location of the page fault, the execution time of the page fault,
and the mere fact that a page fault occurred i.e., the memory access was
delayed or not successful. Page deduplication is a mechanism to share
identical memory pages across boundaries of virtual machines to reduce
the memory footprint of systems [Mil+09]. However, the fact that a page
fault occurred reveals to a user process that a second copy of the same page
exists somewhere on the same machine. Suzaki et al. [Suz+11] presented
an attack exploiting this to detect programs running in co-located virtual
machines. Owens et al. [OW11] demonstrated fingerprinting based on
page deduplication attacks. Xiao et al. [Xia+12; Xia+13] demonstrated
cross-VM covert channels based on the page deduplication side channel.
We demonstrated page deduplication attacks from JavaScript running in
a website [GBM15].
Xu et al. [XCP15] demonstrated that page faults can be used as a sidechannel by a malicious operating system to spy on an application running
in a secure enclave. Shinde et al. [Shi+16] later confirmed their results.
The malicious operating system frequently changes the virtual memory
mappings of the enclave from valid to invalid. This forces the enclave
to experience page faults for almost every memory reference. Although
the page fault address in Intel SGX is truncated to be page-aligned
the operating system is able derive accurate information of what the
application in the secure enclave is processing. Weichbrodt et al. [Wei+16]
used a similar approach to interrupt the secure enclave frequently to
exploit double-fetch vulnerabilities in enclaves reliably. Zhang et al. [ZW09]
proposed an attack that uses system interrupts information to derive user
input. Simon et al. [SXA16] demonstrated a similar attack on Android
that allows an attacker to recover words and sentences.

3.1.5. DRAM-based Attacks
Modern cloud systems often have multiple processors installed in a multisocket mainboard. The processor caches are kept coherent with an interprocessor coherency protocol. However, this only has an effect on shared
memory cache lines. For co-located virtual machines that do not share
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memory, the cache does not provide a communication channel in this
setup.
Wu et al. [WXW12; WXW14] found that timing differences caused by
memory bus locking can be exploited to build a covert channel between
co-located virtual machines in this setup. Their covert channel works
through channel contention and has a raw capacity of 13.5 KB/s at an
error rate of 0.75% on the Amazon EC2 cloud. Inci et al. [İnc+16] found
that memory bus locking can be used to verify co-location in the Microsoft
Azure cloud.
More recently, we found found that the DRAM itself can also be exploited [Pes+16]. They described two attack primitives as so-called DRAM
addressing (DRAMA) attacks. The row-conflict attack primitive works
similar to Prime+Probe, the row-hit attack primitive is a side channel that
is comparable to a Flush+Reload attack. Both side channels work without
requiring any shared memory. DRAMA attacks exploit the DRAM row
buffer which acts similarly as a directly-mapped per-bank cache for the
DRAM rows.
In case of the row-conflict attack, the attacker and victim share a DRAM
bank, but no DRAM row. The attacker continuously opens the same row
in a bank. Whenever the victim accesses a different row in the same bank,
the attacker observes a higher latency. The row-conflict covert channel
achieves a performance of 74.5 KB/s with an error rate of 0.4% in a
cross-VM cross-processor cloud setup.
In a row-hit attack, attacker and victim share a DRAM row in hardware.
The attacker loads another row into the row buffer, comparable to the
flush-step in a Flush+Reload attack. If the victim accesses the shared row
again, it will be loaded into the row buffer. The attacker then reloads a
memory location from the shared row and measures the access latency. If
the victim accessed the shared row in the meantime, the access latency is
low. Otherwise, the access latency is high.
Bhattacharya et al. [BM16] exploited the row-conflict side channel to
locate the DRAM bank of a cryptographic secret exponent. They use this
side-channel information to perform a Rowhammer attack on the secret
exponent, leading to faulty signatures which allow a full key recovery. We
demonstrated that the timing differences of the row-conflict side channel
are large enough to be measured from JavaScript [Sch+17c]. Based on
this observation, we demonstrated a transmission from an unprivileged
process inside a virtual machine with no network access to JavaScript
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code running inside a website. The covert channel achieves a raw capacity
of 11 b/s and an error rate of 0%.

3.1.6. Other Microarchitectural Side-Channel Attacks
Besides these main categories of software-based microarchitectural sidechannel attacks, some works have investigated other interferences in instructions and microarchitectural elements. These interferences originate
in the throughput limitations of processors. Aciicmez et al. [AS08b] demonstrated that parallel execution of multiplication instructions can leak an
RSA key used in a square-and-multiply exponentiation. Evtyushkin et al.
[EP16] build a covert channel exploiting timing differences of the rdseed
instruction depending on the state of the internal random number buffer.

3.2. Software-based Microarchitectural Fault
Attacks
A common assumption in system security and software security is the
security of the hardware and its error-free operation. However, hardware is
not perfect and especially when operated outside the specification, faults
can be induced by an attacker [BDL97; BS97; Aum+02; SMC09; HS13;
SA02]. A unique feature of microarchitectural fault attacks is that they use
effects caused by microarchitectural elements or operations implemented
on a microarchitectural level. In the software-based variant these effects
and operations are triggered from software.
The first software-based microarchitectural fault attack was the so-called
Rowhammer bug. Kim et al. [Kim+14] found that it can be triggered
from software and that this could have implications on system security.
They execute a sequence of memory accesses and clflush operations to
frequently open and close DRAM rows, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. If the
DRAM rows are in physical proximity, a bit can flip in another DRAM row
without accessing it. This other memory location might be inaccessible
to the attacker and even belong to another security domain. Their work
sparked a series of publications that investigated the security implications
of the Rowhammer bug and the requirements to successfully trigger it.
In early 2015, Seaborn and Dullien [SD15] presented the first two practical
Rowhammer exploits. The first exploit escapes from the Google NaCl
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Figure 3.3.: To trigger the Rowhammer bug, memory locations in the
same bank but in different rows are alternately accessed (steps 1 and
2) in a high frequency. Depending on the DRAM cell susceptibility to
Rowhammer and the activation frequency, bits flip in step 3.

sandbox by causing a bit flip in dynamically generated indirect jumps.
They spray the memory with indirect jumps, to maximize the probability
to flip a bit in one of them. After a bit flipped in the jump instruction, the
attacker gains control over the jump and can thus escape from the NaCl
sandbox. The second exploit escalates from user mode to kernel privileges
by causing a bit flip in a page table. Again they spray the memory, but
this time with page tables, by memory-mapping the same file over and
over again. Every mapping requires page table entries, which consist to
more than 80% of address bits. The file contents are only kept in memory
once. Hence, they fill almost the entire memory with address bits. When a
bit flips in an address bit, the user memory mappings change from the file
contents to another page. Hence, the user program has very likely gained
access to its own page tables and thus has gained kernel privileges.
Seaborn and Dullien found 85% of all DDR3 modules they tested to be
susceptible to the Rowhammer bug.
In July 2015, we demonstrated the first Rowhammer attack from sandboxed JavaScript [GMM16]. We triggered bit flips in page tables from
JavaScript, by using cache eviction instead of the clflush instruction.
We introduced a new hammering technique called amplified single-sided
hammering, where an attacker hammers two DRAM rows in a 2 MB page
to flip a bit in another 2 MB page.
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Despite claims by DRAM vendors, we publicly reported the first bit
flips on DDR4 memory in late 2015 and published our results in early
2016 [Pes+16]. For our attack we reverse-engineered the DRAM addressing
functions for this purpose to perform an optimized attack. Our results on
DDR4 were later on confirmed independently by Lanteigne [Lan16]. He
observed a susceptibility rate of 67% of the DDR4 memory modules he
tested. Aichinger [Aic15a; Aic15b] found that the Rowhammer bug also
exists in ECC memory.
Also in 2016, Qiao and Seaborn [QS16] implemented a Rowhammer attack
with non-temporal memory accesses, showing that prohibiting access to
clflush is not sufficient. Bosman et al. [Bos+16] developed a reliable
Rowhammer exploit in JavaScript exploiting page deduplication on Windows systems besides the Rowhammer bug. Bhattacharya et al. [BM16]
demonstrated the first Rowhammer attack on cryptographic secrets. They
trigger bit flips in an RSA key used in an exponentiation. Subsequently,
they recover the RSA key through the Chinese remainder theorem as in
first fault attacks on RSA [BDL97]. Xiao et al. [Xia+16] implemented a
Rowhammer attack on Xen-PVM, triggering bit flips in hypervisor page
tables and consequently obtaining hypervisor privileges.
Razavi et al. [Raz+16] demonstrated a Rowhammer attack on co-located
tenants in the presence of page deduplication. They first scan the entire
DRAM of the system for bit flips using the Rowhammer attack. Subsequently, they fill vulnerable pages with data that they suspect to be in
a victim machine that will be co-located in the future. As soon as the
victim is co-located, the identical memory pages are deduplicated. If the
attacker now performs the Rowhammer attack again to trigger a bit flip
in the page that is now also used by the victim. Through this attack they
are able to manipulate installed certificates and update URLs used in the
co-located machine to install malicious fake updates.
Besides personal computers and servers, mobile devices can also be attacked using the Rowhammer bug [Vee+16]. In our work with Van der
Veen et al. we show that memory allocation techniques on Android devices
expose uncached memory to user programs. Thus, the user can hammer
DRAM rows efficiently and flip bits in kernel-level data structures.
In simultaneous work another software-based microarchitectural fault
attack has been presented. Karimi et al. [Kar+15] demonstrated that
software can artificially age circuits used in specific pipeline stages. A
carefully crafted instruction stream increases the latency of the critical
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path of circuits if executed for several weeks. When the latency of the
critical path exceeds the specification the subsequent pipeline stages work
with incorrect values. Consequently, any further computations on the
processor may have erroneous results.

3.3. Defenses Against Software-based
Microarchitectural Attacks
Defenses against software-based microarchitectural attacks can be implemented on the user-space layer, system layer, or hardware layer. System
layer and user-space layer would allow for protecting commodity systems.
However, on a hardware level, defenses may induce a smaller performance
overhead.
Most generic defenses try to reduce the amount of resource sharing to
mitigate specific side-channel attacks. A countermeasure that has been
proposed against same-core attacks is to schedule processes in different
security domains only to different CPU cores [Per05; Mar+10]. Similarly,
to mitigate cross-core attacks one could schedule such processes to different
CPUs. For cross-CPU attacks one could perform the entire computation
on different physical systems. However, the central idea of the cloud is
to share resources and cloud providers will not eliminate multi-tenancy.
Furthermore, information leakage through a remote interface might still
be possible [Ber05].
Eliminating resource sharing does not work at all in the case of personal
computers. Users deliberately want to execute third-party code such as
native binaries or JavaScript on a website. Hence, it is important to find
defense mechanisms that do not eliminate sharing but provide protection
through other means. Furthermore, defenses against Rowhammer, as a
microarchitectural fault attack, often follow similar approaches as defenses
against microarchitectural side-channel attacks in many cases. In the
following, we discuss possible state-of-the-art defenses grouped by the
three layers: user-space layer, system layer, and hardware layer.

3.3.1. User-Space Layer
Constant-time and data-obliviousness. In his seminal work on cache
timing attacks, Bernstein [Ber05] already proposed several mitigation tech42
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niques to protect AES computations. He emphasized that constant-time
implementations are the most important protection mechanisms for cryptographic algorithms. Furthermore, he criticized the design of AES that
suggests to perform data-dependent lookups in software. Similar defense
mechanisms have been advised by later work [Cop+09; BLS12; Zha+12].
In his work on RSA cache timing attacks, Aciicmez et al. [Acı07a] proposed
eliminating secret-dependent branches to defeat branch prediction attacks.
Agosta et al. [Ago+07] suggested to either eliminate secret-dependent
branches by replacing the branch by arithmetic operations or by converting branches to indirect jumps. Joye et al. [JT07] proposed an oblivious
software exponentiation that performs no secret-dependent data or code
accesses and thus is cache side-channel resistant.
Today, constant-time and oblivious computations are a standard countermeasure against attacks on cryptographic implementations. However, it
has been found very hard to write truly constant-time implementations for
some algorithms [BS13; YGH16; GBY16]. Still, microarchitectural sidechannel attacks on cryptographic algorithms can generally be mitigated
entirely in user-space implementations.
Preloading all data into the cache before running an algorithm has
been investigated as a countermeasure against cache side-channel attacks.
Hilton et al. [HLL16] demonstrated that this can improve performance
of secure enclaves significantly while eliminating leakage based on cache
misses. However, this approach is probabilistic and an attacker running
on a second core might still be able to manipulate the cache state to
restore the cache misses and thus, the leakage. However, experiments we
performed showed that prefetching or preloading AES T-tables does not
have any significant effect on asynchronous Flush+Reload and Prime+
Probe cross-core cache attacks.

3.3.2. System Layer
Constant-time and data-obliviousness. Andrysco et al. [And+15]
developed a library that allows constant-time fixed-point numeric computations. Ohrimenko et al. [Ohr+16] developed a framework that allows
making any algorithm data- and code-oblivious. Through conditional
CPU operations the control flow is always the same and memory fetches
are always performed. They demonstrated the practicality of their solution on commonly used machine learning algorithms run in Intel SGX
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enclaves. However, the framework does not protect against accidentally
adding code that leaks side-channel information through timing or data
accesses. From a more theoretical aspect Oblivious RAM (ORAM) could
provide data-obliviousness in general. To perform an array lookup, a simple ORAM construction would access every element in the array. More
complex ORAM constructions achieve a lower runtime overhead while
still maintaining certain lower security bounds for distinguishing any two
array lookups based on the access sequence. In practice, ORAM suffers
from severe performance and latency penalties and is therefore not widely
applicable.
Manipulation of timing sources. Most microarchitectural attacks require some form of accurate timing measurements. Consequently, simulating timing sources to reduce their usefulness for attackers has been proposed in several independent works [Avi+10a; Avi+10b; For12; Wu+15a;
Wu+15b; LGR13; MDS12]. In modern cloud environments, this is typically
already the case. Every virtual machine has its own timing offsets, including
low-level timers like cycle counter registers. However, microarchitectural
attacks seem widely unaffected from this [Ira+14; IES16; Liu+15].
Vattikonda et al. [VDS11] proposed to add additional fuzziness to timers
to destroy any reliable timing information for the guest. However, microbenchmark measurements as used in modern cache attacks only require
minimal timing differences [Gru+16b; Mau+17]. Furthermore, statistical
methods allow to align traces and recover the secret information [Liu+15].
Furthermore, even in absence of any timing source an attacker can fall-back
to a counting thread [Wra92; Lip+16] or build even more sophisticated
and accurate timers [Sch+17c; Sch+17b]. Hence, it would be necessary to
prevent any form of parallelism in the attacker process and also prevent
any access to indirect timing sources such as interrupts from a preemptive
scheduler [Dun+02; Avi+10a; Ste+13; Coc+14].
Timing differences in general can be made invisible to other processes, by
making algorithms always consume the worst case time or by bucketing
their computation time [KD09; AZM10; ZAM11; Coc+14]. This can be
effective against timing attacks including the Evict+Time cache timing
attack. However, it does not have a significant effect on other cache
side-channel attacks such as Flush+Reload or Prime+Probe, as they can
derive exactly when a memory access is performed and not only overall
execution time differences. Many threat models, especially for multi-user
environments, exclude direct measurement of the execution time of a
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specific algorithm. Hence, Evict+Time is not possible in such a threat
model, whereas Flush+Reload and Prime+Probe are.
Disabling cache-line sharing and shared memory. Disabling resource sharing can be applied on every level for different resources with
different granularities. As the last-level cache is typically physically-indexed
and physically-tagged, cache lines can only be shared across processes if
they are part of a shared memory region. Disabling cache-line sharing by
avoiding shared memory has first been suggested by Yarom et al. [YF14]
against Flush+Reload attacks. However, this would increase memory utilization significantly and also increase the execution time due to higher
cache miss rates.
Another source of shared memory is page deduplication. Suzaki et al.
[Suz+11] recommended to disable page deduplication in cloud environments to mitigate page deduplication attacks. The importance of disabling
page deduplication in cloud environments has been substantiated with
more sophisticated attacks being demonstrated [OW11; Xia+12; Xia+13;
Bar+15; Raz+16]. In our work on page deduplication attacks, we also
recommended disabling page deduplication to prevent attacks on personal
computers [GBM15]. Bosman et al. [Bos+16] came to the same conclusion
in order to prevent Rowhammer attacks on Windows systems.
While the large cloud providers have already disabled page deduplication,
cloud providers generally have a large interest in keeping page deduplication enabled to optimize resource utilization and increase cost efficiency.
Ning et al. [Nin+16] designed a system that enables page deduplication
between virtual machines belonging to the same group, while preventing
cross-group attacks.
Zhou et al. [ZRZ16] proposed “copy-on-access”, a more dynamic approach
to disable cache-line sharing. They developed a system where the operating
system or hypervisor dynamically creates copies of pages that are used
simultaneously by multiple programs. However, in practice it only increases
the amount of measurements an attacker has to perform, but does not
fully mitigate any cache side-channel attack.
To mitigate microarchitectural attacks on KASLR, we proposed to use
separate paging structures for kernel space and user space to avoid sharing
cache lines in paging structure caches [Gru+16a]. This was also proposed
in concurrent work by Jang et al. [JLK16]. Gruss et al. [Gru+17b] showed
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that separating paging structures indeed eliminates the page-translation
cache side channel.
Avoiding cache-set sharing. Assuming the problem of cache-line sharing is solved and thus Flush+Reload attacks are not possible anymore,
cache-set sharing still allows performing Prime+Probe attacks. To prevent cache-set sharing, cache-coloring has been proposed as a countermeasure against side-channel attacks by Shi et al. [Shi+11]. Kim et al.
[KPM12] implemented a protection mechanism for cryptographic implementations based on cache coloring on modern Intel CPUs. Godfrey [GZ14] implemented a similar protection mechanism in the Xen
hypervisor. Cock [Coc+14] evaluated cache coloring on ARM-based devices. In all cases the authors measured only a small performance impact.
However, the memory overhead is significant: colors are fixed to physical
addresses and thus large portions of physical memory have to be assigned
to the same virtual machine or process in order to provide strict cache
coloring without other virtual machines or processes working in the same
cache set. Costan et al. [CD16] proposed Sanctum, an alternative to Intel
SGX that employs cache coloring to protect against cache side-channel
attacks on enclaves.
The slices used in the last-level cache in modern Intel processors can be
utilized for cache coloring [HWH13; Mau+15a; Inc+15; Yar+15]. They
already implicitly make cache attacks more difficult as the attacker has
to gain knowledge on how addresses map to slices. Additionally, slices
facilitates implementing cache coloring schemes on a system level. With
every slice the number of colors is multiplied by 2.
With Intel CAT (cache allocation technology) [Int14], system software can
now directly control how the slices are used. Intel CAT allows restricting
cores to a subset of slices of the last-level cache. By separating processes
of different security domain to different cores and thus their data into
different cache slices, any cache-set sharing is eliminated. Liu et al. [Liu+16]
implemented CATalyst, a system that instruments Intel CAT to protect
general purpose software and cryptographic algorithms. They use Intel
CAT to pin cache lines in the cache by first restricting access to one slice
to its core and subsequently removing all cores from this slice. Still, cached
values are served from the cache, effectively pinning the values cached in
this slice into the cache. A compiler could generate the code to protect
secret-dependent operations with Intel CAT. The performance overhead
for low-memory tasks is negligible.
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Intel CAT likely can also be used to prevent DRAMA side-channel attacks.
The attacker may not be able to flush or evict victim data. Consequently,
the victim process has full control over all its memory accesses in terms
of cache hits and cache misses and can avoid information leakage through
cache misses.
Weiß et al. [Wei+14] developed a scheduler that reduces the amount of
cache set sharing between different virtual machines. Moon et al. [MSR15]
proposed frequent VM migration to avoid colocation for longer periods in
time. A similar approach based on container migration has been proposed
by Azab et al. [AE16].
Avoiding spatial proximity. To mitigate Rowhammer attacks it is not
sufficient to avoid memory and cache-set sharing, but it is also necessary
to avoid spatial proximity in DRAM. Brasser et al. [Bra+16] proposed
to isolate processes running in different security domains in DRAM such
that no security domain can flip bits in another security domain.
Cache cleansing. If we assume that attacker and victim cannot access
any cache set simultaneously, the question is how to cope with leakage that
remains in the cache after the victim was descheduled. Cache cleansing
aims to protect against attacks in such a scenario. It tries to maintain
the cache in a state that leaks no information to prevent cache attacks.
Zhang et al. [ZR13] and Godfrey et al. [GZ14] proposed cache cleansing
to prevent leakage in cloud scenarios. They flush the cache upon context
switches to eliminate the secret information from the cache. Cock et al.
[Coc13] implemented a scheduler that reduces the amount of flushes on
context switches and while maintaining the same security properties.
Varadarajan et al. [VRS14] proposed a minimum-runtime guarantee for
virtual machines in the cloud to prevent frequent context switches between
different virtual machines. They also use cache cleansing to mitigate
leakage of sensitive data. While this does not degrade system performance
significantly it increases latency for requests to other VMs by up to 17%.
Braun et al. [BJB15] proposed to compile specially annotated functions to
be constant-time and data-oblivious. These functions also do not access
any shared cache sets. Furthermore, they employ cache cleansing before
and after the secret-dependent execution.
With the advent of multi-core processors, cache cleansing lost some of its
practical relevance. Although disabling hyperthreading might be viable,
disabling multi-core or the last-level cache entirely is not a practical
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solution. Even without the last-level cache, coherency protocols can keep
cache lines coherent across processors and reintroduce the supposedly
eliminated timing differences.
Detecting vulnerabilities. A different branch of countermeasures are
mechanisms to detect vulnerabilities in software. Detected vulnerabilities
can be eliminated by patching the software.
With Cache Template Attacks [GSM15], we presented a way to scan
software for vulnerabilities. Doychev et al. [Doy+15] proposed to detect
potential leakage in applications using static analysis techniques. A similar
system has been proposed by Irazoqui et al. [IES17] to detect microarchitectural attacks including DRAMA and Rowhammer. Reparaz et al.
[RBV16] proposed black-box leakage detection for cryptographic implementations and other algorithms. Zankl et al. [ZHS16] advised to incorporate
automated leakage detection in the deployment process for cryptographic
libraries. In line with these works are also approaches to quantify cache
leakage using detailed abstract models of the cache [Dem+12; DK16;
Cha+16]. A developer can use this information to eliminate the leakage
through source code improvements.
To mitigate Rowhammer attacks, Kim et al. [Kim+14] proposed to detect
vulnerable DRAM rows and remap them to spare DRAM cells. Brasser et al.
[Bra+16] proposed to disable these DRAM regions in the boot loader.
Detecting and stopping ongoing attacks. Another form of detection
mechanisms aim at detecting ongoing attacks. Following the idea of virus
and malware scanners, a software runs continuously checking the system for
malicious activity and subsequently stop the attacking processes or virtual
machines. Zhang et al. [Zha+11] proposed HomeAlone, a system using
a Prime+Probe covert channel to detect colocation. Their system allows
detecting when a virtual machine is co-located with other virtual machines
on the same physical machine although being billed for a dedicated machine.
With Cache Template Attacks [GSM15], we presented a way to search
and detect ongoing cache attacks. However, both approaches increase the
system load significantly.
Cardenas et al. [CB12] used performance counters to detect microarchitectural denial-of-service attacks in cloud environments. Demme et al.
[Dem+13] proposed the use of performance counters to detect abnormal
cache behavior to detect malware and Tang et al. [TSS14] enhanced this
idea by evaluating performance counters using unsupervised learning.
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Chouhan et al. [CH16] proposed to use bloom filters on the cache miss
traces to detect yet unknown cache side-channel attacks. Hunger et al.
[Hun+15] proposed detecting side-channel attacks through measuring
the performance variations in a program that mimics a typical victim
application.
Herath and Fogh [HF15] proposed to monitor cache misses to detect
Flush+Reload attacks and Rowhammer. Similar approaches have been
chosen by Chiappetta et al. [CSY15] and Zhang et al. [ZZL16]. Both built
systems that use cache hit and miss traces to detect Flush+Reload attacks
in native and cloud environments respectively. We showed that detection
mechanisms through performance counters might be an insufficient solution [Gru+16b]. We showed that performance counters fail to detect all
variants of cache attacks, such as Flush+Flush and slowed-down variants of
Flush+Reload . In response, Fogh [Fog15] developed a mechanism that uses
performance-monitor interrupts on rdtsc instructions. This mechanism
checks the program code around the current instruction pointer for suspicious instructions like clflush. If suspicious instructions are found, the
potentially malicious program is slowed down or terminated. Payer [Pay16]
developed a system called HexPADS, which detects cache attacks and
Rowhammer at runtime. HexPADS uses different performance events like
cache references, cache misses, and page faults to evaluate whether a process is malicious. HexPADS can easily be applied to commodity operating
systems.
Chen et al. [Che+17] designed a framework to detect ongoing controlledchannel attacks on SGX enclaves at runtime. They use TSX to built
a trusted in-enclave counting thread. This counting thread is used to
measure the execution time of code sections. If the execution time is too
high an interrupt must have occurred and thus the untrusted operating
system interrupted the enclave, likely to perform an attack.
To specifically detect and stop ongoing Rowhammer attacks, several works
propose the usage of performance counters to detect whether to induce or
wait for row refreshes [Kim+14; Cor16; Awe+16].

3.3.3. Hardware Layer
Eliminating timing differences. Naturally, timing differences introduced by the hardware could be eliminated in hardware [Pag03; Ber05;
Per05]. The best example might be the clflush instruction, which has
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a small but exploitable timing difference when accessing cached and uncached memory locations. Making this instruction constant-time would
likely not be noticed in practice [Gru+16b]. The instruction is rarely
used and a timing penalty of less than 10 cycles is negligible for rarely
used instructions. Similarly, prefetch instructions leak through timing
differences that could be eliminated without a significant performance
penalty [Gru+16a].
Timing differences due to hardware modification only occur if the software runs through an instruction stream that runs into these hardware
optimizations. Leakage introduced this way could be avoided by providing
constant-time instructions as building blocks for more complex algorithms,
e.g., cryptographic implementations. Indeed, processor manufacturers are
incorporating and increasing number of constant-time instructions for
cryptographic primitives [Int08; AMD09; ARM12; ARM13], most prominently Intel AES-NI. Instruction set extensions like AES-NI have been
proposed as countermeasures against various attacks [Pag03; Ber05; Per05].
Today, many cryptographic libraries use these instructions typically by
default [Ope].
Wang et al. [WFS14] proposed to change memory controllers to eliminate
timing side-channels. Most importantly, they suggest changes to the rowbuffer policy. Instead of keeping the row buffer open, they immediately
close the row buffer again, leaving the DRAM in a pre-charged state.
This introduces a lower latency penalty than a row conflict, but still
a significant performance penalty as compared to current implementations. This countermeasure would likely eliminate DRAMA side-channel
attacks [Pes+16].
Timing differences are no problem if the execution time does not vary
depending on secret information. Wang et al. [WL07] proposed to eliminate
cache side-channel leakage with their so-called partition-locked caches
(PLcache) and random-permutation caches (RPcache). The PLcache allows
locking cache lines in the cache and prevent their eviction. Hence, an
attacker cannot observe any cache misses from the victim process as the
victim operates entirely on the cache. The RPcache approach introduces a
different mapping from physical addresses to cache sets for every process
at runtime. Hence, each program has its own cache sets which may be
overlapping or disjoint but are never identical. Consequently, the attacker
cannot prime a cache set of the victim and thus the attacker cannot
perform a cache attack on the victim.
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Kong et al. [Kon+08] showed that both the PLcache and the RPcache
protections can be circumvented by an attacker. They proposed informing
loads as an extension to the RPcache to protect against cache side channels.
Informed loads are special instructions that do not only perform the
memory load but also re-randomize data structures [Kon+09]. Liu et al.
[LL14] proposed a cache design where the mapping from addresses to
cache sets is dynamically randomized at runtime. While the randomized
address mapping does not prevent that attacker and victim share a cache
set, it does effectively prevent that attacker and victim share a cache set
over a longer period in time. Consequently, many attacks are mitigated.
Fuchs et al. [FL15] proposed to use specialized prefetching algorithms to
mitigate side-channel attacks.
Disabling resource sharing. Also on the hardware level it is possible to disable or reduce the amount of resource sharing. Page [Pag05]
suggested partitioned caches to avoid cache-set sharing across processes.
These per-process partitions are maintained dynamically, avoiding any
static cache mapping and cache sharing. Wang et al. [WL08] proposed a
new cache architecture to mitigate cache side-channel attacks. Their cache
architecture would prevent cache-set sharing between attacker and victim
using dynamic mappings between addresses and cache sets. Tiwari et al.
[Tiw+09] proposed a mechanism to execute untrusted code with tight upper limits on the leakage in terms of time and side effects, with a moderate
performance impact. Sanchez et al. [SK10] proposed a faster cache design
which decouples cache ways and cache associativity. This cache design is
also likely to impact the applicability of eviction-based attacks like Prime+
Probe. Domnitser et al. [Dom+11] proposed non-monopolizable caches as
a defense against cache attacks. Non-monopolizable caches prevent that
any process can allocate enough cache lines to observe cache collisions
with another process. Domnitser et al. observed a low performance penalty
for cryptographic algorithms. However, using non-monopolizable caches
for larger parts of the software stack would severely impact the system
performance, as it is equivalent to reducing the cache size per process.
To mitigate branch prediction attacks, Tan et al. [TWG14] proposed a new
branch target buffer scheme which allows detecting potentially malicious
activity. After detection, the hardware prevents that branch target buffer
entries are shared with the suspected malicious processes.
Rowhammer countermeasures in hardware. Hardware countermeasures against Rowhammer are specific to the Rowhammer hardware defi51
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ciency. Kim et al. [Kim+14] proposed several solutions to the Rowhammer
bug, including usage of ECC memory, building more reliable DRAM cells,
and increasing the refresh rate. They also showed that increasing the
refresh rate is not always effective unless it is increased by a factor of 7 or
more. Instead, they propose PARA, a mechanism which probabilistically
opens adjacent rows. As Rowhammer attacks require a huge number of
accesses, the adjacent rows are very likely refreshed early enough and no
bit flip occurs.
A different mechanism is target-row refresh (TRR). TRR refreshes lines
after a certain number of accesses to adjacent lines. Although TRR has
been announced for DDR4 modules, it was removed from the final DDR4
standard [GMM16].
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We can draw conclusions on four different axis from this thesis and the
corresponding publications.
First, microarchitectural attacks can be widely automated. We have shown
this with our work on Cache Template Attacks [GSM15], but automation
also played a significant role in our other works [Lip+16; Mau+17]. Automation provides any unsophisticated user with the ability to perform
microarchitectural attacks. It also enables more large scale attacks. Future
work will likely investigate automation of microarchitectural attacks in
further detail.
Second, unknown and novel side channels are very likely to exist and to be
found. We showed that modern microarchitectures expose several previously unknown side channels, such as the clflush instruction [Gru+16b],
the DRAM [Pes+16], or prefetch instructions [Gru+16a]. While we found
several new side channel, it is more difficult to find all microarchitectural
side channels. Hence, we can expect to find more microarchitectural side
channels and especially find new side channels with every new microarchitecture. Furthermore, many microarchitectural side channels have not
been investigated in detail yet. For instance, it is likely that the prefetch
side channel [Gru+16a] contains information that has not been used in
any published attacks. Also microarchitectural elements at low levels,
closer to the execution core, should be investigated for new side channels.
Future work should investigate whether these hardware components, such
as graphic adapters, can be instrumented in attacks.
Third, it is possible to reduce and minimize requirements of known attacks to a point where they can be performed in highly-restricted and
sandboxed environments. We have shown that this is the case in our work
on Rowhammer attacks in JavaScript [GMM16] and in our work on page
deduplication attacks in JavaScript [GBM15]. In terms of software-based
microarchitectural fault attacks, we are just starting to investigate various
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hardware elements and how they can be accessed from unprivileged environments. Investigating the applicability of Rowhammer [Kim+14; SD15]
and MAGIC [Kar+15] attacks in different scenarios will help to assess their
risks. However, besides the DRAM and specific processor components,
there is an abundance of other hardware elements in modern systems that
could be attacked. Such novel attacks might reduce the requirements for
fault attacks even further.
Fourth, constructing both effective and efficient countermeasures is a
difficult task. Research often over-ambitiously aims to find universal
countermeasures against microarchitectural attacks, ignoring that the various attacks have vastly different requirements and properties [Gru+16b;
Pes+16]. At the core of microarchitectural attacks is usually a temporal
or behavioral difference that is intended by the processor manufacturer
to optimize the performance. Hence, it we cannot always find a universal
countermeasure that does not degrade the performance as was the case
for the prefetch side channel [Gru+16a]. Security and performance are
contradicting each other to a growing extent. Countermeasures can only
be practical if they provide useful and possibly dynamic trade-offs between
security and performance. Instead of universal countermeasures, it may appear as a low-hanging fruit to protect specific scenarios, but it is also more
likely to be practical. Especially cryptographic implementations are already being constantly improved to defend against new microarchitectural
attacks.
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